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Abstract The simulation of geophysical mass flows, includ-
ing debris flows, rock and snow avalanches, has become
an important tool in engineering hazard assessment. Espe-
cially the runout and deposition behaviour of observed and
expected mass flows are of interest. When being confronted
with the evaluation of model performance and sensitivity,
there are no standard, objective approaches. In this contri-
bution, we review methods that have been used in literature
and outline a new approach to quantitatively compare 2D
simulations of observed and simulated deposition pattern.
Our proposed method is based on the comparison of nor-
malized partial areas which can be plotted in a ternary dia-
gram to visualize the degree of over- and under-estimation.
Results can be summed up by a single metric between -1
(no fit) and 1 (perfect fit). This study shall help develop-
ers and end-users of simulation models to better understand
model behaviour and provides a possibility for comparison
of model results, independent of simulation platform and
type of mass flow.
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1 Introduction

In mountainous regions with a high density of population,
people meet a challenge to find an accurate balance between
the imminence of natural hazards and the progress in spa-
tial developments. Thus, a detailed delineation of poten-
tially endangered areas becomes increasingly important for
regional and urban planning and various countries published
guidelines or recommendations. For example, guidelines of
Austria1, Southtyrol2, Slovenia3 and Switzerland4 require
process-related information about, e.g. the pressure, flow
depth or flow velocity or deposition depth for different
return periods to delineate areas into different hazard zones.
This information is normally not available from in situ mea-
surements, and one can only be inferred with the use of
simulation models.

In contrast to a forward simulation where constitutive
parameters θ are known and the outcome ω̂ is of inter-
est (θ −→ Model −→ ω̂), most event simulations of
mass movement processes are conducted as inverse prob-
lems where the reference ω but not the model parameters
θ̂ are known (θ̂ ←− Model ←− ω). The objective of
inverse modelling is to find model parameters θ̂ which are
able to reproduce the known results or reference of the sys-
tem under consideration. Back calculation, sometimes also
denoted as back analysis, calibration or reverse modelling is
essentially the same. By calibrating the model parameter(s)
θ̂ , the event which is described by reference variables like

1BMLFUW-LE.3.3.3/0185-IV/5/2007, 4th February, 2011
2Supplemento n. 2 al B.U. n. 35/I-II, 26th August,2008
3e.g. Article 83,Waters Act ZV-1, 12th July, 2002
4721.100 Federal law on Hydraulic, 1st January, 2011 and
921.0 Federal law on Forest, 1st Juli, 2013
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run out distance, deposition distribution or flow velocity,
should be reproduced so that the model outcome ω̂ is close
to the reference ω. This approach allows to simulate out-
come variables like pressure, velocity or flow depth which
were not observed or measured.

This contribution focuses on the evaluation of 2D
simulation of gravitational mass movements like debris
avalanches, debris flows, lahars, rock(/-ice) avalanches,
rockslides, and snow avalanches. The prerequisite condi-
tions for all these geophysical mass flows include an abun-
dant source of material (snow, ice, rock or loose debris),
steep slopes and a trigger.
Owned to the complexity of such gravitational mass move-
ments, existing simulation models may be divided into
empirical-statistical and analytical-deterministic methods.
In recent years, also an increasing number of simulation
models based on cellular modelling of mass movement
processes was published [e.g. 3, 10, 13, 27, 49, 50].

Empirical-statistical approaches are easy to use but rely
on empirical parameters (e.g. a mobility coefficient), which
have to be determined by the user, mostly out of a range of
“typical” parameters. The use of such models is restricted
to conditions similar to those on which their development is
based. 2 D empirical models like LAHARZ [29], DFLOWZ
[5], TopRunDF [49] or TopFLowDF [50] provide a quick
view on potential endangered areas and have been applied
for several hazard analyses [17, 21, 40, 45, 54].
More complex simulation models in engineering practice
are based on an “equivalent fluid” approach [25], routing
such mass flows in one or two dimensions along the talweg
or over a digital elevation model solving depth averaged
flow equations [11, 16, 26, 35, 36, 39]. Such models, like
DAN3D [25], Flo2D [39], RAMMS [11] or SAMOS [47],
are physically based and consider the momentum or energy
conservation of the flow. A major difficulty of models with
a more physical background is the choice of appropriate
flow resistance parameters or material rheologies [2, 25,
28] as well as finding an appropriate stopping criteria. Nev-
ertheless, physical models have been applied worldwide for
hazard assessments for different kind of mass movements,
whereas simulation results respectively evaluation concepts
are often based on subjective or expert based rules. A sys-
tematic review of 75 peer reviewed articles5 from 1995 to
2015 which inverse modelled real events of different types
of mass flows revealed that there are no standard approaches
for testing the accuracy of observed and simulated deposi-
tion patterns of mass movement simulation models, unlike
in statistical, computational or meteorological modelling
where a lot of different error measures exist [1, 4, 14].

5A table that lists all articles as well as meta-information used in this
study can be found in the supplementary material.

For this reason, an objective evaluation tool is needed to
allow comparison amongst different simulation results.
We will therefore first identify variables that are typically
of interest in simulating geophysical mass flows and sub-
sequently discuss existing evaluation concepts, focusing
on the spatial distribution of deposits (i.e. model result).
Finally, we suggest a new evaluation concept that allows
an objective comparison and visualisation of model perfor-
mance across platforms and independent of type of process,
which is illustrated by two examples.

2 Reference variables of interest

A lot of different reference variables are used to describe
mass movements (see Fig. 1). In an ideal situation, the mod-
eler can evaluate or calibrate the model on a wide range
of reference variables that describe the flow and deposition
behaviour of the process (e.g. 1-D study of [37]). How-
ever, in most cases, these combined observations are not
available. Nearly 80 % of the studies used the deposition
distribution (dD) as a reference variable for evaluation. We
use the term deposition distribution to emphasize that the
deposition area can not only be presented by a scalar value
but also by the shape and location of the deposited mass. In
25 % of the studies, the descriptive parameter is runout dis-
tance (r), which is the length measured between two points,
where one is representing the start and the other the end
of the mass movement. These points could be for example
the centre of gravity or the furthest point of the detachment
and deposition zone. The deposition depth (dz), which is
the height of deposition expressed as the mean or maximum
height of the observed deposition, was used in 40 % of the
studies. The deposition volume (dV ) and the flow velocity
(fv) where only used by nearly 25 % of the studies, where
fv can be measured at different locations of the process
(front, distal) an expressed as mean or maximum. Finally,
mean velocity (v̄), total distance travelled divided by the
duration of the movement and flow depth (fz), which again
can be expressed as minimum, maximum or mean, where
at least often used. Besides those reference variables, some
more specific variables were applied in some studies. The
Heim friction coefficient [23] was used by [42, 43]. Total
discharge and the front trajectory–position of the debris flow
front at a certain time was used by [37]. Different geometric
measure of the reference and simulated deposition distri-
bution was used by [42], including deposition length and
length to width ratio.

Most studies show qualitative measures like visual com-
parison and verbal descriptions, e.g. [9, 18, 38]. Fewer
studies applied quantitative measures for the comparison
between reference and simulation, e.g. [30, 41, 42]; in
almost 80 % of the reviewed studies, the deposition area was
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Fig. 1 Grey areas indicate a qualitative evaluation approach, black
areas indicate a quantitative evaluation approach expressed as a ratio
of all studies under consideration (see text for explanation of the ref-
erence variables). The most striking feature of this figure is the great

amount of studies where the deposition distribution was available
but only 26 % of those where evaluating it quantitatively. It seems
therefore convenient to base an evaluation concept on dD

observed and available, but only 26 % of those studies used
them as a quantitative measure for the error of the simula-
tion. Figure 1 also shows that half of the studies focusing on
runout distance provided a quantitative comparison between
simulation and observation.

For model comparison and model development (e.g. test-
ing whether higher complexity of simulation models leads
to higher accuracies of their outcomes), we argue that objec-
tive standardized approaches—as available in the field of
statistical science or meteorology [1, 14]—are needed for
modelling geophysical mass flows. Since engineering haz-
ard assessment needs spatial information of areas affected
by mass movement processes and as we find for most stud-
ies the deposition distribution was available, but rarely used
for comparison, it seems convenient to base an evaluation
concept on dD .

3 Evaluation concepts for the comparison
of deposition area

The quantitative assessment of the similarity between the
observed deposition area (or reference area) and the simu-
lated deposition area (Fig. 2) needs the definition of several
partial areas (1a)–(1c).

X = A ∩ Â (1a)

U = A \ Â (1b)

O = Â \ A (1c)

Here, X defines the area overlapped by the simulation
outcome and the reference, U refers to the magnitude of

the underestimated area and O to the magnitude of the
overestimated area.

The simplest approach to evaluate simulation results is by
estimating the error εd as the difference between the refer-
ence area and the simulated area (εd = A − Â), applied for
instance by [19]. For a first-order evaluation, this approach
gives plausible results, but lacks the capability to detect the
shape similarity of the two areas. Similar arguments apply
also for the evaluation concept defining εq as the quotient
between simulated area and the reference area (εq = Â/A),
used by e.g. [15]. For both approaches, an error value of
εd = 0, respectively εq = 1 does not only refer to a perfect
fit but can theoretically also imply no overlapping for areas
with equal magnitudes. To avoid this problem [19, 24, 43,
53] used the amount of overlap between reference and
simulation as a measure of accuracy. Their error-approach
can be defined as εq = X/A. If εq—i.e. the error—is
solely defined by quotient of overlap and reference area,
a perfect fit might also be indicated as long as the sim-
ulation is totally overlapping the reference, regardless of
the amount of overestimation. For this reason, [19] also
used εq = U/A and εq = O/A to evaluate their simu-
lations.6 However, they did not combine those three error
measures into one number. The combination of the error
sources is as important as the decomposition of the error
because an ideal evaluation concept should not only offer
the possibility to compare different models with respect to
an non-flawed error measure but should also give informa-
tion about the dominating error source (overestimation or

6Note that this three quotient are identical to the definition of α, β and
γ in Eq. 4.
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Fig. 2 Schematic figure of a mass movement deposition distribution
with superimposed simulation. Here, A refers to the observed deposi-
tion area (reference), whereas Â denotes the total simulated area.The
magnitude of the overestimated area is defined by O, whereas U refers
to the size of the underestimated area. Finally, X defines the area
overlapped by the simulation outcome and the reference

underestimation). [34] introduced the evaluation index Ia

which, to a certain amount, satisfy those criteria.

Ia =
(

X

A
+ X

Â

)
· 2−1 (2)

Equation 2 can been seen as a simple additive weighting
of under- (X/A) and overestimation (X/Â). A perfect fit
would yield a value of 1 for both fractions. While underes-
timation dominates the first fraction, overestimation affects
solely the second fraction in Eq. 2. Therefore, the approach
of [34] gives information about the amount of over- respec-
tively underestimation caused to the simulation outcome.
However, no information about the goodness of overlapping
(e.g. the error that a simulation hits the reference) can be
given in such a case.

An evaluation concept that is also taking the shape of
the deposition distribution into account, has much similar-
ity with classification problems. The objective is to identify
those points, in the model domain, which are affected by
the process and distinguish them from those which are not
affected, i.e. classifying the pixels into affected and not
affected ones. The classification can be made with the aid
of an indicator function, like that given by Eq. 3.7

I (ω) =
{

1 if ω ≥ ωth

0 if ω < ωth
(3a)

I (ω̂) =
{

1 if ω̂ ≥ ω̂th

0 if ω̂ < ω̂th
(3b)

ωth threshold for reference variable, e.g. deposition depth
ω̂th threshold for simulation variable, e.g. pressure, per-

centage of momentum

7The choice of ωth and ω̂th is a decision made by the user which is
based on his respective needs and should be well documented.

The result is a binary raster of A respectively Â where all
pixels are 1 for values greater than the pre-defined thresh-
olds ωth and ω̂th. The advantage of using a binary raster
is that it allows to distinguish between over- and underesti-
mation due to a pixel by pixel comparison. A disadvantage,
however, lies in the high number of true negatives, i.e. pixels
that are neither affected by the model nor the observation.
This might mask the true performance of the model.
Nevertheless, [8] used the idea of deposition distribution as
a classification problem which was then adopted to account
for the disadvantages stated earlier and denoted with � by
[49] . The calculation of the �-value is shown in Eq. 4. Here,
α indicates the fit between simulation and reference. The β

value is a measurement for the first source of error, i.e. the
underestimation, and finally γ is a measure for the second
source of error, i.e. the overestimation. The combination of
all three values defines �, a value accounting for the sim-
ulation accuracy with respect to the deposition distribution.

� = α − β − γ (4)

α overlap calculated as X/A

β underestimation calculated as U/A

γ overestimation calculated as O/A

A perfect simulation would totally fit the observed deposi-
tion area and is defined with Â = A and O = U = 0. For
such a case, X = Â = A which yields to α = 1 respec-
tively β = γ = 0 and finally, following Eq. 4, results in the
maximum possible omega value, �max = 1. For the extreme
case of no underestimation, i.e. β = 0, α will get 1, but
the value of γ will depend on the amount of overestimation
(exceeding 1). In this case, only the size of the overesti-
mated area, relative to the reference area, is determining the
value of � and so also its lower boundary. This is differ-
ent to [49] which defined a lower boundary of �min = −1.
However, to calculate the minimum of the � value, we
hypothesise a simulation that totally misses the reference so
that O = Â and X = 0. Then the minimum omega value
can be calculated by:

�min = −1 − Â/A (5)

Equation 5 refers to the lowest possible value of omega
for the simulation under consideration. For this reason, it is
clear that �min strongly depends on the value of γ which in
turn depends on the total area of the simulation. Based on
this approach, no unbiased comparison between simulations
can be made.
A possible solution to compare simulations over different
model domains by using � is to rescale it based on the dif-
ference of its minimum and maximum value. Because the
maximum value is defined with �max = 1, the rescaled
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omega value (�′) solely depends on �min (Eq. 5) as shown
in Eq. 6.

�′ = � − �min

1 − �min
(6)

In contrast to the first discussed error measures, εd and
εq , the � value combines the information about the over-
lap and the two sources of errors into one number. Because
� depends on the amount of overestimation a comparison
between different simulation outcomes is still impossible.
For this reason, we proposed �′, which is normalized to
the particular overestimation, showing a fix range between
[0, 1].

4 Proposed evaluation concept

An evaluation concept not depending on the amount of over-
estimation can be based on the intersection and union of
the reference and the simulation. This approach is known as
Lee-Salle index in the urban growth modelling community
[12, 33]. In Eq. 7, we denote the Lee-Salle index αT to indi-
cate the similarity to α of Eq. 4. Here, αT is also a measure
of the amount of overlap but with respect to the total area
T , union of reference (A) and simulated (Â) area. Similarly,
we can define βT and γT which yields to �T .

�T = αT − βT − γT (7)

αT overlap calculated as X/T

βT underestimation calculated as U/T

γT overestimation calculated as O/T

The evaluation concept based on Eq. 7 has the advantage
that the possible range of �T is fixed between 1 and −1,
indicating a perfect fit or total misfit, regardless of the
model domain. A further benefit of this evaluation concept
is the possibility to compare different simulation results in
a ternary plot (Fig. 3b).To illustrate the evaluation concept,
described in this study, two different cases on how the eval-
uation concept can be applied are discussed.8

[49] developed an semi-empirical model to simulate the
runout of debris-flow events. Their model, TopRunDF,
is based on a multiple flow routine and the assumption
of geometric similarity between deposited area and vol-
ume. TopRunDF can be used to predict inundated areas of
debris-flow events on the fan based on a so called mobility

8Note that the examples are chosen arbitrarily and shall not judge
whether one simulation model is superior to the other.

coefficient kB . For best-fit simulations, the mobility coef-
ficent is defined by the observed deposition area as well
as the observed deposition volume—denoted by kBobs . For
forward modelling, [49] introduced a new empirical relation
to determine the mobility coefficient (kBpred ) as a function
of geomorphologic catchment parameters. Figure 3a shows
estimated �T values for the simulations of different events.
The filled circles refer to the best fit simulations (based on
kBobs) whereas the half-filled circles show the �T values
of the predicted simulations of the same events (based on
kBpred ).
Although TopRunDF includes only one variable, the eval-
uation values of the best fit simulations scatter over a wide
range. However, no systematic over- or underestimation
can be detected. The scatter of the evaluation values of the
predicted simulations is even wider but this seems plausible
since [46] reported an uncertainty of a factor two, compar-
ing kBpred with kBobs . Nevertheless, the evaluation values
show that simulations based on kBpred tend to underesti-
mate the related observations.
Both cases of this example reveal that the proposed evalu-
ation concept can be used to support the identification of
potential weaknesses and strengths of the considered simu-
lation tool.

Another example is based on a parameter study from [52].
They used, amongst other, RAMMS-DF (developed at the
WSL Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research SLF and
the Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape
Research WSL) to conduct debris-flow runout simula-
tions. Here, the objective was to find those set of basal
and internal friction parameters θ∗ = [μ∗, ξ∗] where the
error for the deposition distribution dD gets a minimum;
respectively, the evaluation benchmark �T a maximum.
As a first step, [52] performed six simulations with an ini-
tially fixed parameter μ, varying only ξ from 120 to 1300.
Based on these simulations, they kept the best fit parameter
ξ∗ = 300 constant and conducted seven more simulations
with μ ranging from to 0.20. We transformed the simulated
deposition patterns of all simulations into binary rasters,
using deposition depth as threshold leading to ω̂th = 10 cm
(see Eq. 3b). All calculated �T values are drawn in Fig. 3b,
showing that a maximum evaluation value of �T = −0.13
was obtained with ξ∗ = 300 m s−2, μ∗ = 0.13.
Sometimes, simulations of one event might yield to simi-
lar results although different constitutional parameters have
been chosen. In other words, if the differences between
the �T values are very small, the selection of the best fit
simulation will be difficult. In such a case, the proposed
evaluation model in combination with the ternary plot might
act as a decision support tool, providing the possibility to
chose whether over- or underestimation should dominate the
simulation error.
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Fig. 3 In a, the evaluation
concept is used to detect
systematic errors—over- or
underestimation—in the
simulation model, while in b,
the concept is used for finding
those parameters θ∗ of the
simulation model which are best
reproducing the reference
(calibration)

5 Conclusion and outlook

Several studies apply simulation models with different
complexity approaches for gravitational mass movements.
Many of these studies provide somehow information on

the plausibility of their simulation outcomes. The review
conducted in this article shows that the deposition distri-
bution acts as the most often used reference variable for
evaluation. However, existing evaluation concepts with
respect to the deposition distribution does only account for
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one or a combination of two possible evaluation errors due
to overestimation, underestimation and/or overlapping of
the simulation outcome and the observed reference. The
proposed evaluation concept integrates all three possible
errors and, combined with a ternary plot, might act as a
simple decision support tool to (i) identify weaknesses and
strengths of the simulation model, (ii) to find the best fit
simulation setup and (iii) to test whether higher complexity
of simulation models are balanced by higher accuracies.

For future applications, the proposed concept could also
be used to compare reference and simulated deposition
volumes with:

�V = αV − βV − γV (8)

αV overlap calculated as VX/VT

βT underestimation calculated as VU/VT

γT overestimation calculated as VO/VT

In Eq. 8, VT and VX are the maximal and minimal depo-
sition height integrated over T . VU and VO are defined as
the absolute difference between reference dz and simulated
deposition height d̂z integrated over T , for dz > d̂z respec-
tively dz < d̂z. For the discrete case of two raster data sets
with n rows and m columns, the integral reduces to a sum-
mation over all rows and columns times the pixel area pA

(Eqs. 9–12).

VT = pA ·
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

max
(
dzi,j

, d̂zi,j

)
(9)

VX = pA ·
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

min
(
dzi,j

, d̂zi,j

)
(10)

VU = pA ·
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

∣∣∣dzi,j
− d̂zi,j

∣∣∣ for dzi,j
> d̂zi,j

(11)

VO = pA ·
n∑

i=1

m∑
j=1

∣∣∣dzi,j
− d̂zi,j

∣∣∣ for dzi,j
< d̂zi,j

(12)

Although the accurate determination of deposition vol-
umes for evaluation purposes is related to high financial and
technical efforts, it might become more popular because of
the recent technical advances, which may enhance the avail-
ability of dense spatial data of deposition heights in the
future. Airborne LiDAR was used by [6, 32, 51] to estimate
deposition volumes of debris flows. [31, 44] used terres-
trial laser scanning (TLS) to determinate the dynamics of
a slow moving landslide and debris flows for subsequent

model simulations. Some studies also used a combination of
both methods [7, 20, 22]. The relatively new method based
on structure from motion as discussed in [55] will further
increase the availability of 3-D spatial data, as shown in an
UAV study by [48].
It has to be noted that the proposed evaluation concept and
all evaluation techniques reviewed for this study are often
not strongly influenced by any physical based stopping cri-
teria but are rather based on heuristic stopping assumptions.
This could be seen as a fundamental limit for an evalua-
tion of the applied model, which is out of the scope of this
study. The intension of the proposed concept is to provide
an objective evaluation tool between (somehow) arbitrary
observed and simulated deposition areas—whereas the lat-
ter is based on the state-of-the-art of the applied model.
For a true improvement of model performance and predic-
tive power, more research on the stopping criteria for mass
movements is essential.
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